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Episode Synopses for February 2022 

 

Feed Date Episode # Synopses 

02.10.22 IV-119  

  
When a career con artist gets away with scamming car buyers out of thousands of cash, Inside 
Investigations leads a crusade to put the car thief behind bars.  And when a family decides to 
put in a pool, problems with the contractor nearly pull the plug on the project.  See what Inside 
Investigations does to make sure the project stays afloat. Plus, a death leads to a discovery of a 
century old insurance policy and renews one family’s faith in their community.   

 

02.17.22 IV-120  

  
For parents of children with special needs, a canine companion can provide independence and 
security. So, imagine investing a small fortune in a service dog for your child’s future, then 
finding out it’s a fraud. Inside Investigations travels to North Carolina to confront the delinquent 
dog trainer and speak to parents who lost thousands of dollars. Plus – and when a shady lender 
tries to foreclosure on a family home, Inside Investigations exposes the lender and then beats 
them at their financial game.    

  

02.24.22 IV-121  

  
When a you earn a prize by doing everything right, it's wrong when the loser changes the rules. 
Inside Investigations calls out a used car dealer on a promotional contest designed to draw 
customers in, while leaving others out to dry.  Plus, if a contractor highjacks your sewer line and 
refuses to reconnect unless he gets paid thousands– what can you do?  

  

03.03.22 IV-122  

  
In this nation, doctors and dentists, must take the Hippocratic oath, a promise to uphold specific 
ethical standards in the care of patients.  Those standards of care are overseen by a state 
government appointed board, whose purpose is to serve and protect public health.  While it's a 
well-intentioned practice, Inside Investigations uncovers that all too often, instead of looking 
out for patients, many industry health boards exist to protect their own. And doing business with 
friends is never a good idea – but it becomes down right damaging to the home of a teacher who 
hires a former student to fix her roof – see how Inside Investigations nails the contractor and 
makes it right for the homeowner. 

 

   


